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Runaway,
A Million Bad Trips

Editorial

Why Not Us -

By Debbie deGraffenried
( excerpts from NEWSWEEK magazine)

By Jeryl V. Proce

A ·recent questionnaire showed that many
colleges allow liquor on campus, including
Williams, Worcester Poly Tech, Holy Cross,
University of Vermont, Northeastern, UNH,
University of Maine, Clark, MIT, New Haven,
University of Massachusetts (Amherst) and
Amherst College. Why not us!
We understand that the college supports
all city ordinances and state laws and expects compliance by its students with the

local, state and federal laws. Violations of the
laws will most likely subject students to discipline by the college and/or civil authorities.
But it should be noted that even if these
rules are a!bided by, that there still will be
upper class women who, by law, are permitted to use alcoholic !beverages. Why then,
upper class women, don't you - unite and
speak up?

What is, a Newspaper?

---

By Jeryl V. Proce
As I see it, a newspaper has three major
bulletin board or a vehicle for promulgating
functions. First to communicate to the stu- the official positions of the administration,
dent the important happenings in the school th e college, or the faculty.
It is not a public relations vehicle created
and ~vents outside the college that seem to be
.
for the primary purpose of impressing outof general mterest t9 the student and fac- siders. We-want to impress you.
ulty. Second to provide an outlet for creative ' Therefore, the editors and staff of this
paper will remain open to any form of critistudent teaching. And last to insure that the
cism concerning the manner in which we
voice of the students will be heard in the
print our publication, and we will try our best
operation of the school.
to conform, :both to what the student body
These statements may not strike you as
feels they want to read and the basics of good
anything important but look at it in the light
journalism.
of what a newspaper isn't. It isn't an official

Guest Speakers at Lesley
By Mimi Packman
So far this year Lesley College has entercourse, certain limitations when dealing with
tained and or informed its students with two
a small school, those being budget and acguest speakers. One speaker was Dr. Schoencommodating a large group, but that should
er a research scientist from Harvard who
not stop or seriously limit the amount of
spoke about ecology, and the other was Pam
speakers
here, which it has.
Loury, a representative from the Pregnancy
There are, I am sure, many other reasons
Counseling Committee. Both of these speakand
circumstances which hinder speakers at
ers were very interesting and a large turnLesley,
but in that case the admin'istration
out of students showed U'P at both lectures,
but thi-s was the apparent end of speakers at should keep the students . well informed of
speakers and activities going on at other
Lesley for quite awhile.
Leslev ls an institute of higher learning,
schools in which we could participate. If
and although it specializes in one field, it does more students acted concerned about this
not mean that the girls who go here are only problem perhaps something constructive
interested in that one field. There are of could be done albout it.

to doubt \'W'hett)er the time, energy, and
money ·is ·being ' :sPam.usefully~ Days - are
spent seemingly _wasted.putting together one
i~ue that we deliver to you with pride, since
we dare feel it is interesting. The day comes
arrives on ,the table in White Hall lounge, and we stand (or sit as the case may be)
the Umtem doesn"t just appear out of !thin breathlessly awaiting the reaction; that !being
·been virtually non-existent.
air. There are a rot of people who spend a the feedback
This in short is not saying we'll fold. Someldt at lthelr time each week putting out the
paper, so that you can have something to en- how, we see a bit of hope that may be prehance your Thursday or Friday •a11ternoons. valent. But it would be slightly re-enforcing
know that you are angry, you are insulted,
The people · aren't picking up •any course 11:o
you love us or that you simply read the
credits, or fulfilling their social life. And they
paper.
don"t really enjoy some of the work they
In other words- Wriite us a letter!!!
have to do, 'but they consider i;t womhwhile .
Jeryl V. Proce
.Alt ,this point however, · we are beginning
Editor's Note This is reprinted from Nov-

ember 19, 1970, and will be continued to be
reprinteduntil it is unnecessary to print.
Although it may not look like the New
York Times or the Boston Globe when it

has

Students Decide to Build a New Campus
By Toni
There .are two committees on campus that
have 1been working to change and improve
the outdated curriculum, provide new standards for admissions and improve the intellectual climate, both comprised of students.
These two committees are the Curriculum
and I.ntellectual Climate Committees.
The Curriculum committee is working with
Dean Van Egmond to propose new courses,
change the amount of required courses, and
let students take courses at Harvard for
credit. The latter was just passed .by the General Curiculum Committee, with Paul Fideler, Al •Brauer Mark Spikel and a student
from each class. The students on the . Curriculum committee give their proposals to the

ii

Mary is 16 years old. She is tall and thin with cascad _es
o'f .-blonde str~a'ked - hair, h~unting . green eyes and a voice
that is slow and throaty. ·~My dad died when I was 11,'' she
says, "and I never got along with my mother. ilt was always
a big hassle and I don't care if I ever see her again. She
never liked any of my friends so when I was 13 she put me in
a boarding school, and I split. The state kept putting me in
other schools , mental hospitals and detention schools, and I
kept splitting. I split last year !from the Audy Home (a
youth detention center in Chicago) and went to a New Years
Eve party that lasted two months. But the drug - scene got
so heavy that I had to split that too. I kept telling people all
want is a home with a mother and a father and brothers
nd sisters and a dog. And now I've got it''
Mary was telling this while sitting on the front porch
qf her new foster home, a colonial style house in the northwestern section of Chicago. It had a mother, father, three
children and a dog named Sugar. This fall she resumes her
senior year at high school and she spends her free time
setting up a coffee shop with her friends and learns how to
drive the family car. Mary's so-called salvation was an organization called The Looking Glass, a newly !formed organization for runaways, in Chicago. This center is similar
to dozens df organizations that have sprung up in nearly
every large U:S. city. New centers are contending with
teenage derelicts who haive begun hitting the skids in near
epidemic proportions. Police in Chicago and New Yor~ report that the number of warrants issued by parents for the
return of runaway children has doubled in the past seven
years; in surlburban areas suc_h a~ Long Islands' Nassau
County, the runaway rate has risen even faster, and the
:best national estimates put the total runaway population at
well over a million.
Todays. dropout population tends to be more female
than male and its getting younger every year. The average
runaway in 1969 was 16, this year he was only 15.
Unlike the culture of the country's skid rows which at
least provide a safe haven for men who choose to retire
from 1ife, tlle new drug oriented street scene is often a cham- ·
Jber of horrors that in many cases becomes more unlbearabl~ than the pa.rent 'hassle that drove the kids away from home.
''There's a lot of kids who make it as runaways, but they
are tough kids,'' says David Ignatius, 20 a writer and a
Harvard dropout who spent tqe summer studying the problem in Cambridge.
For girls, the streets medium of exchange is a ·~bed for
a ,bang." For 1boys the deal can be worse. Last spring a 15
year old named Bob arrived in town only to ·be picked up by
an older homosexual who fed him food and drugs along with
injections of the female hormone estrogen. Six weeks later
Bob started developing breast tissue and since then he has

Brodax
General Curriculum Committee, and these in
turn go to the General Ed. faculty. ·
The committee working on Intellectual Climate is also composed of students. These are
open meetings and anyone can go to them.
Getting speakers to give lectures at Lesley,
changing some .admission policies and getting
people involved are some of their objectives.
Both of these student committees have outgrown from the apathy at Lesley. The ~ople
who are working on them care about Lesley,
and are working for change. These changes
are long overdue, by making the 'faculty and
administrators aware that students want this
char.ge, the changes will occur in less time
and more readily.

(Continued on Page 3)

CONTEST
We will be looking for a girl each week that typifies
Lesley College. (lf that is possi!ble). Entries should accompany information a'bout the girl, her hobbies, activities etc.,
and should be placed in the suggestion box in White Hall
lounge.

The LANTERN
Official student newspaper of Lesley College, published by Lesley College, 29 Everett Street, Cambridge, .
Mass, every week during the college year, exclusive of
vacations and examination periods. Printed by Antioch
Publishing Company. Subscription by inail 5.00 a year.
Advertising on request.
Edit.or-in-Chief - Jeryl V. Proce
News Editors - Mimi Packman, Janet Formicola
Feature Edit.or - Beverly Hinkley
Layont Edit.or - Janet" Weiner
Rewrite Edit.or - Michele O'Leary
Art Edit.or - Ellen Meisel
Business Edit.or - Janet Gary
Photography Edit.or - Toni Brodax
Circulation Edit.or - Marlene Sands
Review Critic - Debbie deGraffenried
Secretary - Carole Vena
Faeulty Advisor - Dr. Leslie Oliver
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New Frontiers for
·American Youth
tion Cdrps and of private organizations, such as the
Perhaps no other program,
American Friends Service
domestic or foreign, reflects
Committee and Operation
so well the spirit and philoCrossroads
Africa, which
sophy of Kennedy's · presisponsor overseas service protlency as does the Peace
grams.
Corps - its ·experimentaThe Peace Corps just celetion, its altruism, its addent
brated
its 10th birthday and
on youth and its roots in
the
gossip
bruited about
American thought. In a bold
through
the
media is that
stroke President Kennedy
the
Peace
Corps
fa:ce extinccreated a temporary Peace
tion
in
1970,
but
this is a
Corps by executive order in
mere
exaggeration.
Blown
March 1961, without beneslightly
off-course
in
late
fit of congressional approval
1969,
due
mainly
to
a
misinor specific appropriation.
terpretation of Peace Corps
Congress met the President's
the
challenge by esta:blishing · a "New Direction,"
agency's
recruiting
efforts
permanent Peace Corps in
September of the same year, nearly floundered.
"The unfortunate misconsoon after the first corpsmen
ception had the Peace Corps
went overseas.
In his conception of a abandoning the campus in
peace army, Kennedy was favor of skilled · workers,
inspired by the idea of redir- mid-career professionals and
ecting to pea:ceful pursuit.s highly trained technicians,"
the dedication, sacrifice, self- says John Pinetich, Northlessness, and physical fitness east Regional Director . "This
was not and is not, the fact.
endangered by war.
Although under the Peace The Peace Corps will conCorps Act of 1961, young tinue to view the academicmen who serve in the corps ally trained volunteer as its
are not exempt from mili- backbone ." "New Directary obligation, they can ob- tions," Pincetich continues,
tain deferment from their are more than a statement
local draft boards for Peace of policy - they are a set
Corps duty. (Regarded by of announced goals. Because
Selective ·Service as. in the of host country requests for
national interest) and are specific skills, we are widening our talent search. We
not disqualU.ied from furBy Jeryl V. Proce

ther

deferment

upon

leavi~g

hope

make
programs ·
effectual by offering

to

the corps. When volunteers

more

return home, they are often
beyond the age limit established by the Selective Service System. Therefore, in
practice, duty in the Peace
Corps is rfor many individuals an alternative to military service.
The idea of the Peace
Corps also developed from
the experience of the many
thousands of American religious m1ss1onaries w h o
worked among foreign peoples. It ·was further influenced by the examples of the
pre-war Civilian Conserva-

more intensive training to
the young college graduate."
A·ccording to Pincetich,
"the earlier image of the
grass-hutted latrene-digging
volunteer doing his own
thing has vanished from the
scene. Program structuring
and intensive skill training is
making for a more effective
volunteer - a less frustrated volunteer.
For information ,write the
Peace Corps at 408 Atlantic
A venue Boston, Massachusetts, or contact Miss Mathews.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
As a member of the newspaper staiff at Lesley College, one would think that I
would be able to leave my
typewriter in the Lantern office and not have to worry
about it. The staff does a lot
of work in that office and a
typewriter is a necessity and
must be present at all times.
Well, as it stands now, my
typewriter is "missing." It i_s
not in the office or anywhere
else in the iMusic building. I
would .hate to think that
someope actually had the
nerve to take it out of the
office without asking me, so
I am giving that person the
benefit of the doubt and will .
simply say that whoever
"borrowed" my typewriter
- PLEASE RETURN IT
]MMEDIATELY ! ! ! ! I am
very upset a:bout this incident ,because of the fact that
we are supposed to be on
the honor system here. A
teacher must have responsibility, both to herself and to
others. I would greatly appreciate your printing this
letter in the hope that the
party will realize her respon_
sibility and return my typewriter to the Lantern office.
Thank youMarlene Sand.;;
Dear Editor,
For the three months I've
been at Lesley, all the talk
that
I've
heard
is about
things
wrong
with
Lesley

College. Some of the talk
has been ways to improve it,
but that's all. I've gone to
meetings, open to any students, and I've seen some
other freshmen there, but
no other people. An example
of this is the Student Government meetings (with the
exception of the Student
Reps, when present). Some
other examples are the Intellectual Climate Committee, Curriculum Committee,
don!\ meetings, or people
joining the sta'ff of the Lantern, or the surge of peaple
wanting to go to the Council on Student Life meetings,
or eve_n the students bribing
Jim Slattery for one of the
two seats on the faculty
meetings.
Another thing that puzzles
me, is the Seniors and Jun. iors. I know only one Senior
and no Juniors and some
Sophomores. Where are the
Seniors and Juniors? Do
they exist or is Lesley hiding
the fact that instead of an
enrollment of 650 women,
they have an enrollment of
. 400, including the faculty.
Where is the brave Senior
class, that will be teachers
next year? Are you rotting
away in your little rooms?
Don't you care about your
little school? We never hear
or see you. May:be your solitude is more important than
your quest for a better
school, that will have to be
chan ged by speaking up and

appearing be f o r e qthers,
maybe the lowly freshmen
class!
Toni Brodax

THE WALL!!!
Name withheld by request

My Dear Miss Proce,
I thoroughly enjoyed your
article
"An Opinion" in the
Dear Editor,
Lantern.
I trust · you
last
After receiving a "come
have been successful in your
and talk to me" l:etter from
chosen mission of eliciting
the hip Dean at Lesley Col- responses from concerned
lege, I approached her office. young men.
After -walking up the . rerl
I feel badly about the
carpeted stairs and passing many touchdowns which
several plain brown doors, I Lesley girls have collectively
found the dean's office eas- experienced at the hands of
ily .by the purple plastic the Tufts "fraternity pigs."
peace sign hanging on the Moreover, I might agree
door. Then 'SHE appeared,
with you that MIT students
the hip goddess with a purple are "machine men" who
and blue psychedelic dress "ne ed grease jobs" provided
on, peace earrings dangling you can document this claim.
from her ears, and rings However , I am shocked
hanging off her fingers. She when you call Harvard stusat at her deskr turned and dents "vegetables"; and I am
said, "Where are YOU at?"
dismayed at your conseNow not being as hip as the quent reluctance to "pollidean I answered with an in- nate" with them. This is not
telligent "What?" The dean, because I, as a member of
"Ok, I'll give it to you that august community, feel
straight, you are flunking personally affronted; the disone and failing two and may goes deeper than that. I
could be bounced any min- am dismayed at your readiute." I was not at all sur- ness to categorize. For this
prised. The dean, "I am not works ·both ,ways; we catehere to scold you, this isn't gorize you as "dumb broads"
really my concern." I finally
(though what Harvard man
answered "I can tell you're would use such language)
not really concerned, you're and you call us "vegetables."
just doing this because it's You o'bviously want to esyour job." The dean being cape from this vicious cirvery hip quickly changed cle .for you assume, I think,
subject. We then chatted
that there may be some real
about why I have not been human beings at Harvard. I
to class etc . The dean then for one have often thought
1

0

asked

the

first

question

again, "Where are YOU at?"
I answered, "Where I'm at
is fine, these marks are based on the test." The dean
then ended the talk with
"Come and talk with me
again." It was a very educational experience, now I
know where this school is
really at. UP AGAINST

-------------------------

that

not everyone

at Lesley

is stupid and nubile. We must
first overcome these gross
categorizations before we
are prepared to find warm
human
beings at both
schools. In the case of Harvard, surely they are not to
be found at the Law School.
But have you tried else(Continued on Page 6)

Runaway, A Million Bad Trips
(Continued from Page 2)

·become little more than a sexual vegeta:ble referred simply
by his friends as "It."
To lure the kids off the street ; most centers studiously
avoid the trappings of the traditional welfare agencies. ''So
far the kids don't trust the esta 1blished agencies," says 25
year old Brian Slattery, head of San 'Franciscos Hucklelb'errys House," Our ultimate hope is to show them an area of
of need and a way to meet those needs in a way that is acceptable." Since harboring a runaway minor is technically
a criminal offense most centers do have rules maldng kids
call parents, before accepting any help. Even then the home
situation can be so disasterous that the phone call is of little
use. Although psychological problems and troubles with the
police plague runaways constantly, the most presiding problem is very dften medical. And since many of the kids are
used to avoiding taking their ills to regular hospitals for
.fear of being found out, the numerous free medical clinics
on the street have acquired a very large clientele. Since the
Los Angeles Free Clinic opened in 1967 it has multiplied into
22 branches, handled some 100,000 cases and now gets
$60,000 a year from L.A. County for medical supplies. While
some agencies and clinics help anyone who needs it, others
such as the Looking Glass Center, specialize in runaways.
Begun 'by a Presbytarian minister, a VISTA worker and
Gerda Flanigan an ironworkers wife, it has been operating
in four /basement rooms at the Ravenswood YMCA since its
founding last winter. At the Looking Glass phones are manned 24 hours a day and staffers are thoroughly briefed on
handling cases.
·
Such organizations as the Looking Glass are helping
our sick country out of its hole, and giving a generation a
chance at making it over aga in.
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Turmoil May Reshape U.S. Colleges
By Erwin Canham
Ed"t .
E . Canh
<h.~ f th ~·.
or~~c ie Mo ·~-e drlS n b •ence om-r
·ae t an
N" a ,mem
C er
of Pre s1 n
1xon s om. .
t
mhISSion edoncamthpuss·
unres '
as serv
on - e 1mmons
· .
.
Th
Corporation smce 1948 .
e
.
.
.
fo11owmg artlc 1e 1s excerpt.
ed from a·ttseriesb onMcampus
C
unres t wr1 en y r. anh
f
h M ·to )
almt. or t e__bl omth
· tr. t f
is poss1 e. Am
a ou . o
presen t t urmo1·1, ·t· ericanco11eges an d un1vers1 1es w111
· t th k" d f
be res h ape d m
o e m o
·t·
commun1 1es of t eac h"mg an d
th
h·t t b
·
Iearmng
ey oug - o e.
·
·
Cer t am 1y massive eff or t s
are un derway. t o d.1agnose
· ills· an d prescn "be cures.
th e1r
· C omm1ss1on
. . on
Th e Carneg1e
.
h
Ed
t·
·
· th e
H 1g er - uca 10n 1s m
·
-th roes of pro ducmg a repor t
of some 80 vo-1umes. A n d.Jus t
· tit u t·10n 1s
. ena bou t every ms
gaged in deep traumatic introspection. '
It is really no wonder they
are in trouble. The big ones
have grown faster than anything has a right to grow
healthily. They are distorted
by such pressures as that for
ions
f
_
open adm1SS.
, or or ma
jor public or private servic~s
they really should not perform. Costs of operation are
g oing up dizz"l
1 y. ·sources of
revenue are shaky, whether
, at the decision of legislatures
wealthy alumni, or foundations. In a time of vast social
and political change, univer_,._. aatt cnM 84 .ai-e breed.
lng grounds and areDllS of
conflict for all sorts of ideas.
They should be. But the fact
makes them vulnerable.
-Moreover, anarchistic revolutionaries who would destroy the entire system seek
shrewdly to destroy the universities first. They do not
,want restructuring and reform. They do not want real
freedom. They want chaos.
Fortunately there are only
a few of these spoilers, but
a few can do great harm.
The rest of us, the greatm::1.jorities - silent and otherwise - must through our
support see that institutions
of higher learning are not
wea,kened or destroyed. It
is perfectly evident that
great changes must lbe made.
The goal is to restore institutions of teaching and learning, true communities of
scholars and doers, exemplars of character--buildin g
and mind-expans ion.
Start ,with the colleges.
They are more easily remodeled. The y ran 'be quite selective in their admission policies. Therefore they can
come to shaping a student
body which is appropriate to
the particular function of
the college. They need not inelude students rebelliously
or apathetically there just
because their parents went,
or they need a ,work-license,
or seek a status symbol.
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Perhaps the best question
parents, students, and the
college could ask .is: 'Why go
to college at all?" If the pur· one of se lf -deve Ioppose 1s
.
ment, not a four-year mterlude before the reality of
.
work, and 1f the development
. · h an dled w1"th aca dem1c
1s
. . .
d1sc1plme, through commun. t·10n w1"th au th en t·1c t eac h 1ca
th
.
. .
ers, e experience 1s mva 1uable.
The best of colleges could
be truly thoughtful • truly
scholarly, truly committed
to . sound and competitive
social values. They could develop leaderships · The'- .,"
could
. . be genuine communi.
ties m the way a multiversity never could be · Their
faculties could be carefullv
·
·
chosen for dedication to
teaching and learning ' and
for. their recognition of academic responsibility as wcJl
as academic freedom.
Academic responsibility is
an easy phrase. _ What it
means to me is that there
should be an honest and fair
fight between conflicting
ideas and interpretations of
facts. There has not been
such a fair fight in recent
years. The trend of academic
teaching has been heavily to
what is called the Left
That's all right if competitive views are adequately
presented and taught, so
that students have a real ·
choice. It is just as mislead, Jng

to have

an economJcs

department made up of all
liberals as to have them all
~onservatiives. The trouble
~s that the system feeds on
1~elf, and fewer conservatives are being produced in
the graduate schools. An
·academic rebel on the Right
should be very welcome
these days.
The college has the inestimable advantage of close
relationship
between students, faculty, and administration . Workable systems
of governance are possible
by which students can participate in matters affecting
them most nearly, and ·faculty can colla1borate closely
with administration - ancl
even trustees. Admirable
systems of college governance are being hammered
out these days. They need
not make campus over int o
New England town meetings. But they can achieve
far greater participation and
communication than ever before . They can build closerknit, healthier communities
than ever before.
The problem of the big university is far tougher. There
should certainly lbe limits on
their elephantitis. Or they
should be subdivided into colleges or clusters. They
have great advantages, especially at the post-graduatP.
level. But they have lost buman scale, they have ceased

In Concert

to be communities. They sembles a club of lil~eminded
have naturally . been the zealots with acolytes strivscene of the worst violence ing to please. Afterward,
and revolutionary plotting. there is precious little evaluTh eir
· pres1"den ts an d deans·
a ti on of qua 1·t
1 y of wor· k an d
.
deserve sympathy, and more enforcement of .mtellectual
often than not, respect.
discipline. It is a wonder the
.
With universities the need system works as well as 1t
is to sift out the peop'le who d oes. E ven w1·th t enure,
.
should not be there at all and there 1s a lot of movement
·
"ties ...
h
help them find their -right ··b ehyeen umvers1
i: ese
,
Th
f
ft
learning
experience
else- aays.
e pro essor o en
where. Vocational and tec!1- has little loyalty or fellowfee 1mg
- t o h"1s ms
·· t 1·t u t·10n. H"1s
nical schools are admirable
k
•
·
·th
h"
for many • and should -. not be 1m 1s w1
1s f"1eld o f wor k..
confused with universities. It
.Proposals for free-entryd ·t
·
·t·
is possible that. . a good deal an -ex1 un1vers1
.
. 1es. are
of the respons1b1lty for voca- made. The student 1s hke the
f th
'bl " lib
tional education. should be patron o
e pu 1c rary .
transferred
He takes. what
.
. to private. enter.
. he chooses,
prise · Busmess and mdustry
absonbs
1t at his own pace.
.
.
might well maintain directly· E1the. r he gets an education
(as it does now ' in some pa1·t
or he does . not. Operated
·
and indirectly) the training
recklessly,
this . could be per. ·.
process for many of -its em- m1ssiveness rrused to .an exployees · They would receive treme. Eat what
. .you hke.
training
in circumstances
Perhaps thIS _is no worse ·
far more conducive to learn- than ~e opposite extren:ie:
ing and motiva_tion than at cr~mg
the student ~1th
present. What 1s now a re- course an~ degree :eqmresented symbol - the dip- ments which - a~e mgested
loma as job ticket - could under . orders . an~ spe_wed
be part of the overt process. back_ it 7xammation time,
Hypocrisy would be ended. 1bearmg little relevance to
Universities have been very the needs of the students and
h· f
lif F
th
bad in their deviation from
_is uture. e. or
e mothe basic role of teaching,
bvated, ?r1g~t students, ~e
learning, and even of re- open un1vers1ty would g!ve
search. Government
h a-s the
of "th
an education
. ..chance
.
t
t d
moved in, with its 'billions.
m Jig time, WI ou was e
Universities also serve pri- effort, unnecessary courses,
•
vate · and community needs. needless expense.
There has been a colossal ex- _ Colleges and universities
pansion of institutions and need to win back the public
departments devoted to urconfidence. iFor many reaban studies and many other
sons, they have lost it. Their
specialized areas of public own willingness to accept reand private concern. The sponsibility for reform wm
service role of universities is go far toward . restoration.
important. But it is not the Americans have not lost
primary mission. Students
their faith in higher educashould not have to pay the tion . The reform program ~
price. Indeed, nearly every must be comprehensive to
a s P e c t of the · problem those whose confidence has
comes back to the relation-been sha~en. Perhaps it can
ship between teacher and be exp'lained in terms of getstudent, and the quality of ting rid of meaningless and
the teacher.
valueless rigidites - a step
The practice of tenure, in- which would seem to be totended to protect academic
ward 'permissiveness" - in
freedom, is grossly abused. order to achieve a deeper
Before tenure, the departsense of structure, purpose,
ment faculty sometimes re- and morale based on a freer,

·By Janet Formicola
While at home for Thanksgiving vacation, I heard Badfinger and Brooklyn Bridge
in concert. The performance
by Brooklyn Bridge left
much to be desired; the
group reminds me ~f a cross
between the Temptations
and Hobby Goldsboro. There
were eleven people on stage,
one o'f whom seemed to be
musically talented. The two
girls in the group added to
the night's amusement; one
receded farther and farther
into the background with
her flowered electric guitar,
while the other stood by her
organ a n d methodically
pounded a wooden block.
The audience was overrun
'by very straight college students and teeny boppers in
fringed splendor. ·
I enjoyed Badfinger's per_
formance very much. The
group is backed by Paul
McCartney, and they sound
very much like th'.e Beatles.
There are five members, all
of whom are into their music
and create a great sound.
There is some speculation
that one of the singers is
McCartney's
brother.
He
looks and sounds very much
like the former Beatle, so
there is this possibility. I feel
the group will ·be very popular in the future.

more open, more individualized concept. Thus order can
really grow out of self-reli-

ance purpose and motivation.
I 'believe colleges and universities will get their morale
,back, but they face an era of
experimentation which will
not restore confidence automatically. We may face an
interlude of trial and error
with plenty of mista.ke~
being made. Out of it all
could come new institutions
based on old traditions but
with more discrimination
more responsibility, mor;
true freedom, more dedication to the one person for
whom the college and universities exist: the student.
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Knock! Knock!
By Michele O'Leary

two

provisions of
focused on
the Crime Act. Firstly, it
The D.C. Crime Bill of .
allows law enforcement of1970 ·PUtsheavy emphasis on ficials to hold a defendant
strengthening police power without bail for · up to 60
to gather evidence. This days should a hearing determeasure expands p o l i c e mine he or she is likely to
authority to use bugs and commit another crime if released. He secondly opposes
wire · taps against suspected
the No-Knock policy .
drug pushers, violence-prone
In Sen. Ervin's opinion,
radicals, blackmailers, and ·
bribers. Under another pro- the "preventive detention"
clause violates the eighth
vision, policemen can enter
p r i ~ a t e - homes Without Amendment which prohibits
excessive bail in noncapital
~ocking if they have reason
cases. The No-Knock clause
to 'believe that a warning
would allow suspects to des- violates the fourth .A:me~dment which guarantees a
troy evidence or endanger
person's
right to be "secure
their lives or safety by preagainst
unreasonable
searchparing for a shootout.
There has been much op- es and seizures."
According to a study of
position toward thi~ act. One
opponent is Senator Sam Er- the Act's pretrial release and
vin (D., N.C.) who is the rearrest statistics .commisSenate's leading expert on sioned by the Dept. of Jusconstitutional
laws and a tice, "preventive detention
strict construction in his own would significantly increase
the number of innocent perright. Mr. Ervin's opposition

Get Out of Yourself
By Janet Fonnicola
Christmas is fast approaching and people are caught up
with buying presents for
those they love. Children are
thinking aibout the toys they
want" Santa Claus to bring
them, and for .many children
these dreams wilfcome true.
But how about the underprivileged children who ,write
letters year after year to
Santa Claus, only to find
their stocking empty on

Christmas
morning?
The
Boston Post Office offers one
solution to this sad problem.
They receive from 12,000 to
14,000 letters addressed to
Santa Claus each Christip.as
season. They read the letters
and separate
those from
needy children. Many of
these are signed by a parish
priest or stamped by a welfare center which establishes

the validity of the need.
These letters are kept in th,e
public information
office,
Room 455 of the Main Post
Office in Boston. Anyone
wishing to pick up a letter
The Lantern announces and try to make some child
happy on · Christmas Day is
Free Classified Advertising
Service for all Lesley Stu- inivted to stop by the Post
Office. Many of the letters
dents (Day & Evening).
Very few people · stop to are very pathetic:
read all of the notices on ·~Dear Santa Claus,
every Lesley bulletin board,
Last Christmas I sent you
but nearly everyoQ~ reads
a letter, but the next day I
the Lantern. Takf advantage
found you hadn't left any
of this free servf ce- offered
presents. My mother .told
only, to Lesley students, facme she forgot to leave the
ulty and adr,iinistrative pel'· ·
door unlocked. I sent you
sonnel.
another letter this ChristAll ads must ~ · typed on a:
mas, and I'll have some
3x5 card, just asyou ,would
milk and cookies waiting
like them _to appear in the
for you. I hope you have a
pap~r. Also include · your
very merry Christmas.
name and adre~ for our
files.
"Dear Santa Claus,
AH ads should be delivered
Last year my daddy left
to the Lantern office in p~r·us. My mother is very sick
son or in the Lantern mailand can't buy toys and
box.
things for my rfive brothAll ads must be in our
ers and three sisters. I
hands one week before publiwould like you to send us
cation dates, listed below.
some Winter coats and
It must state for what pubsome _shoes, because it is
lication date you -would like.
very cold here in the win· to have your ad printed. 1f
YO,ll very
ter. Thank
you want the ad to run more
much"
than once, submit one card Anyone requesting additionfor each time you want .the al information is asked to
ad printed .
contact me - Whitehall No.
. Publication dates: Nov. 16, 30 or call the Post Office at
Dec. 1, Jan: 11, Feb. 15.
· 223-2457 and speak to Mr.
(Any and all ads may be Shear of the Public Informa_
rejected, subject-tP approval
tion Office, main post of~ice .
of the Lantem.
'
· in Boston.

Classifieds

-

Indian Claims on
Federal Lands

sons needlessly kept in jail
.and prove less than 1 %
more effective in reducing
Soon after Congress rerecidivism, it's aivouded goal,
turns to Washington for its
than the :alterrta!e procedlame duck ·session in -miaures of giving every defendNovember the ·senate . may
ent
trial within 60 days .Jf
act on legislation that could
arrest."
affect {he future · manageThe impact of the law is ment of . National Parks,
even more. doubtful. A few Wildlife Refuges and Forests.
months ago in Los Angeles
Tha t' legislation is a proon July 16, seven policemen
posal by the Senate Comll!_itinvaded an apartment while
tee on Intedor and Insular
searching for a murder sus- Affairs to give the right of
pect who was not in the "exclusive use" of 48,000
apartment.
Its occupants
acres within the Carson Nawere unarmed, panicked at tional Forest to the Taos Inthe sight of the police, and dians of New Mexico for reran from them. The police- ligious purposes. Some Senmen opened fire and as a re- a tors may seek adoption of
sult two innocent civilians an amendment which would
died in the accost of police grant the Taos tribe "title"
bullets. N.Y. Congressmen
to the land. Many people fear
Bertram Podell warned on such action could open all
the floor of the House that
Federal lands to similar
he would shoot any police- claims. Committee Chairman
man who breaks into his -----------home. Black leaders have adA boy can make you smile
vised their followers to greet
With flattery
in the same fashion police- And fill your weekend nights
men who ·fail to announce
With fwi
their presence before entering a home.
Parties full of horney basIt is wise to inform all
tards
college students t:hat this Act And chicks smiling through
also pertains to them. This their makeup
No-Knock policy has been
used in college dorms to But when curfew comes
catch any drug or marijuana
And you get your _long awaitusers, and a:lso in the case
ed kiss goodnight,
of engagement of sex in Or more
dorms which don't have, by Where do you go?
law, 24 hour ·parietals. At
nearby Radcliffe, two parties
Boys are fun for funny times
have already .been convicted
But where's the girl to share
of this crime and the school,
it with?
resident director, and students are liable.
Where's the friend who
really cares
The fear of crime that
Who's hapl)-y for your happresently grips the nation
piness
is not without justification, it
is the Congressional
re- And sorry for your sorrow?
sponse to that f~, as embodied in the D.C. Crime Act A friendship can make your
life
of 1970, that is open to quesA girlfriend can show you a
tion. The sacrifice of constinew love
tutional liberties and the
And then if you find a beaumultiplication of occasions
tiful man,
for the shedding of innocent
She'll
smile with you.
blood scarcely serve the
Bal"bi Landgarten
cause of justice.

a

Henry M. Jackson of Washington says he plans to hold
hearings early -·in 1'971 on
legislation related to the
Taos claim that would establish "a system of National Indian Cultural and Ceremonial Shrines on Federally
owned lands which are of
unique cultural and ceremonial significance to recognized Indian tri 1bes." Jackson said finding a solution to
the problem of Indian claims
"will require a careful balancing of a great many conflicting desires and interests
in the uses to be made of
Federally owned lands."
Jackson also listed areas
of concern related to Indian
claims that he said should
·be resolved as early as possible. They include:
-The legitimate desire of
Indian communities to be
legally safe and secure and
free from interference in the
use of Federal lands which
are of unique, cultural, and
ceremonial significance to
their members;
-The
protection of the
rights of other members of
the public who may have
legal interests in the same
lands claimed by an Indian
community;
-Avoiding
any Federal
action which abridges in any
manner
the Constitution's
first

amendment

ban

which

provides t h a t "Congress
shall make no law respecting
an esta·blishment of religion;"
-The
public interest in
maintaining the high management principles established for National Parks, 'Forests, Monuments, and recreation areas, and insuring that
these areas remain open and
accessible to all Americans;
-The need for conservation management programs
which will continue to insure
that all Federal lands are
free from the ravages of
fires, erosion and pollution.
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Abba Eban speaks at Harvard
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PAGE SIX

The .University Museum
Those of you that have
some free time during the
week, may be interested in
visiting the University museum, a part of Harvard
University, which is located .
on Oxford Street - right
down the block from Lesley.
I had no idea that this museum existed until I visited
it with my Childhood in Comtemporary Cultures cl a s s
this afternoon. I found it to
be quite a worthwhile experience, for the exhibits are
interesting . to look at and
present quite a life-like picture to the observer.
My class visited the Eskimo exh_ibit in the Peabody
Museum of Archeology and
Ethnology, which was found_
degrees for all instructors.
leads the Nixon Administraed on October 8, 196'6 by
tion's new office of Child De- Since under the Social SecGeorge Peabody . This exhibvelopment. "Womens lib, if urity act, nb Federal funds
it showed us that the Esnothing else, is going to can go to a center that does
kimos,
by skillful intelligence
not meet these standards,
make that mandatory."
developed
a successful way
many day care programs, esDay Care can be defined
to
live
well
amid artic condipecially smaller ones, are inas sort of a glorified babytions
on
sea
coast and tundra.
eligible to take the children
sitting service,
somehow
It
showed
the masks and
who
children must be cared for of welfare mothers
dances of the Eskimo people,
want to find jobs.
when their mothers aren't
the art, costumes, houses,
Yet, most -day care cenaround. Day Care is developtools, pottery and various
ter authorities believe that
ing quickly, and the danger
other aspects of their culture
Washington will eventually
in such rapid and sometimes
There are many other exprovide the funds for general
unregulated growth is .that
expansion of the day care hibits in the University Mustoo orten, too li_ttle attention
netwo r k Washington 's con~ eum which should definitely
is focused on the children
themselves . "It's very im- tribution to day care is al- be seen. T h e Northwest
Coast, the American Southportant that we worry a:bout ready 125 million annually
west,
and the Maya Indian
(
another
26
million
is
prothe quality of day care."
exhibits
are worthwhile, avided
by
the
states
and
prisays psychologist
Jerome
long
with
the Mexican and
vate
sources).
Kagan of Harvard, who 1s
Central
American
exhibits.
this months chairman of the
Day care can be traced
day care panel White House
back, in the U.S., to 1863 There is also a Geological
Conference on Children.
when a center was opened
An equally realistic view in Philadelphia for the child- Letters to the Edito.,of the proper goals for day ren of mothers who were
(Cont1nuec1
from Page 3)
care is offered by Mrs. Step- sewing uniforms and bandwhere? No: you don't know
hanie Klopfleisch of the Los ages for the Union Aqny
how, so, in your frustration,
Angeles County Department
WP A centers were opened
you have written a very proof Public Services. "First
during the great depression,
vocative article in the hope
there should be physical pro_ not only to help children
that some concerned men
tection of the child and sup- from poor families but to
will respond. Yet you may
ervision by trained personp r o v id e employment for
have failed in your mission;
teachers and nurses. During
nel. We don't necessarily
you may only have attracted
have to teach the children to WW TI, day care centers bemore vegetables, pigs, and
came a useful economic and
read and write but we should
machines. I sincerely hope
show a child how to get patriotic device to free tens
not because I agree with
along with other kids and we of thousands of women for
your underlying motif; viz.,
should work together to up- factory jobs. After the war
people ought to respect each
though, the need for day
grade his iife no matter what
other, and know each other
kind of background he has care seemed over and except
as persons, before they even
and of course we should be for a handful of Federal
think of knowing each other
certain that the child gets centers in New York and Los in the Biblical sense.
the nutrition and medical Angeles, the program slowly
lam,
died out.
care to ensure his health."
Yours, etc.
Others however d e m a n d
By contrast, day care has
David
Raymor
more ambitious goals for day flourished over the last gencare , including academic in- eration in such countries as
struction.
S w e d e n, Israel and the
Many of the Day Care U.S.S.R. Now, however jus t
centers that now exist, how- as in the U.S. day . care in
ever, meet no one's tests of these countries is not growadequacy-a
fact which has ing fast enough to fill the
spurred most states and the need for it. Despite the eviFederal government as well dent need for it the burdens
of starting and financing
to establish official standards for licensing and finanlarge scale centers for the
cial support. Federal standpoor are sometimes ovei------------ards are higher than those of whelming.
poor and President Nixon
The central issue of whethmost states. They demand a
seem to assure a growing furatio of children to adults no er children benefit or suffer
ture for day care in the U.S.
higher than five to one, edu- from attendance at day car2
it is the adult's rather than
cational opportunities "ap- centers, private or public repropriate to the childs age", main in considerable doubt . the children's interest that
Although the stated goals of serv .es as the propelling
strict health and nutritional
requirements and academic Women's Lib., the militant
force.

Day Care Centers - A Rise or Fall?
By Debbie deGraffenried
Different as they are, all
three of the following institutions are part of the nations net ,work of "day care
centers."
L In Los Angeles, a racially integrated
group of
children from well to do families spends the day on a
large, airy building with a
sumptuous play yard, where
they are taught basic math
and reading, foreign languages, music and ballet.
2. In Chicago, mothers who
·belong to the AMALGAMATED Clothing W o r k e r s
Union stop on their way 1:o
work to leave their children
in the care of professional

";

teachers. a pediatrician and
a pedodontlst.
3. In a little Texas town,
an elderly woman crams 70
children into two tiny rooms
of her old house, managing
to provide them with a few
crayons and a meager lunch.
For the U.S. today seems
to be on the verge of making
a national conscious decision
that matters, working ,)r
otherwise should not spend
all their time taking care of
t .h e i r children. President
Nixon has made day care :m
essential part of his effort to
transfer impoverished mothers from the welfare roles to
the job roles. "The bridge
from welfare to work should
'be buttressed by training
and child care programs,"
the President said in his welfare reform speech last year.
'''The day care that would be
part of this plan would be of
a quality that will help in the
development of the child and
would break the poverty
cycle for this new generati on."
"Because . the woman has
a child," insists womens lib
leader Betty Friedan, "she
should not have to withdraw
entirely from adult society
anymor~ than the father
does." Few authorities in the
field doubt that day care is
in for a mighty boom. ult is
coming to America in giant
strides,'~ predicts Dr. Ed.,ard F. Zigler, a former
Yale psychologist who now

JOIN THE

LANTERN
STAFF

Museum, Museum of Meterology and Climatology, Botal}ical Museum,, Zoological
Museum, and the one that
-_I·found · to be the ni:osf ·intet-'
es_ting - the Mineralogical
Museum, which contains all
types of minerals and gems
-a bsolutely beautiful.
So remember - its the
University Museum - right
down the block. I'm sure you
will agree, once you have
spen't some time there : that
it .is an interesting . and
worthwhile place to spend
an afternoon.

Environmental
Peace Corps
The Peace Corps and the
Smithsonian Institution have
announced plans for a international environmental program that will extend the
work of the Peace Corps
into such areas as water pollution, forest management
and park development.
In announcing the program Peace Corps Director
Joseph Blatchford said both
agencies have received requests for the services of
trained specialists in many
environmental areas.
'Plan s4'already are underway for 16 volunteers with
skills ranging from ecology
to watershed
to help Costa

management
Rica develop

national ,parks and manage
forest resources; for 12 volunteers with scientific and
natural resource skills to
help Columbia establish a
national conservation pr()gram; and three volunteers
to work on saving endanger.
ed species in the Philippines.
Smithsonian Secretary S.
Dillon Ripley says most of
the volunteers are e~ected
to come from post-graduate
schools in biological sciences
and natural resource management.
Volunteers will ,be recruited by the Smithsonian and
selected by both agencies in
conjunction with the host
country. They will live as d~
other Peace Corps volunteers in the communities
they serve, in the same style,
. learning the local language
and customs.
Applications for the joint
P e a c e Corps-Smithsonian
program are available from
the Office of Ecology, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560.

BENCE'S
Pharmacy, Inc.
1607 MASS. AVE.

TEL. 876-2002
School supplies, Prescriptions,

Luncheonette
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PAGE SEVEN

Nixon Attempts to Solve Welfare Problem
Fifteen months ago, Richard Nhon revealed what he
considered to be an answer
to the nation's increasing
problem of welfare recipients. Yet, as the months
went on, the plan proved to
be something less than the
panacea it had been perpetrated to be. According to
Newsweek, December 7, 1970
the story of what went wrong
with the plan, "is a chronicle
of high hopes, ambiguous
commitm ents, tactical blunders, astonishing ineptitude,
and high • stakes political
maneuvering." The plan was
based on urban expert Daniel
Moynihan's proposal of guar-

anteed annual income. The
plan began with a stipend
set at $1600 for a family of
four. It premitted a family
to keep a significant portion
of . any outside earnings not
exceeding
$3920. Nixon's
idea was to have the poor
people, "move off the welfare
rolls and onto t he payrolls" ,
and a $300 penalty was slapped onto any able-bodied and
otherwise qualified welfare
parent who refused to accept
suitable
employments
or
training for a joi'o.
One of the major complaints of the bill, is that

neither Nixon nor his supporters for the bill could
offer a satisfastory explanation of how the program
would be administrated
in
conjunction with state employment programs of how
many federally assisted <laycare centers would have to
be established for children of
mothers forced to work by
the law. The plan then, which
started out in a blaze of
glory is slowly but surely
dying out as neither liberals
or conservative;; are entirely
satisfied with the proposals
made.

By Toni Brodax

Spruce or Pine tree, ,but isn't
it more satisfying to get
love? So much time is put
into buying gifts, that extra
policemen are used to direct
shoppers traffic. More Santas are in the stores trying to
calm the shoppers' kids, and
assuring them that they will
receive their gifts only if
they're good, Then there are
more men in Salvation Army
unifo rms, with more kettles
waiti ng to be filled up .
Whatever
happened
to
A
Scrooge, in Dickens'
Christmas Carol, hardly ever
happens anymore. At least
he found that it is better to
give than to receive. It is just
impossible for a ghost of
_Christmas to visit all the employers, or when some recog-

Clearing the Air Over
There's Not Enough Santas New York and Washington

The Survival Kit

By Barbi Landgarten
One of the major hangups
Tuesdays from 11 :00 to of the American middle class
1:00, seven people meet to is buying Christmas gifts, or
discuss the many possibilitfor some, Hannukah gifts.
ies of change for the Lesley
There is too much emphasis
College curriculum.
They
on buying gifts and not
are ( a sub-committee of the enough thought and emoGeneral Education Faculty)
tions behind the whole proElmer Van Egmund, Jim
cedure. Everyone is glad to
Slattery, Paul Fideler, Ben receive their gifts, especially
Blumenberg,
Mark Spike!, under a tremendous Blue
Al Brower, and student representative Barbi Landgar- ·
ten.
The general assumption is
that each student should
have an introductory contact
By Mimi Packman
with the several disciplines,
The snows came but I
more intensive work in one
,wasn't
filled with those usarea of choice, with freedom
ual
feelings
of peace, joy,
to choose from a variety of
clean
fun. I'm away
and
good
elective offeripgs.

A Winter
Wonderland

"l'ne committee

is current-

ly working on interpreting
this general cause into a
specific course outline (requirements
and electives)
for a four year program.

Looking Outside,
Inside of a
Snowflake
By Jeryl V. Proce
Walking down streets
The lighted streets, colors
shimmering
Red, green, yellow, white,
Seeking, thinking you'll find.
Walking in and out. '
· The Santa Claus,
Big, fat, white beard, _red,
white
Snow touching ground.
So free, unstructured
The Christmas tree,
Red balls, green balls, yellow
balls, white balls.
The manger.
'Sawdust, animals, V i r g i n
Mary,
Our savior, baby Jesus,
Jpseph.
3 Magi, Angels.
The child,
Laden with gifts.
The child,
-Bare without essentials,
Snow touching ground,
So free, unstructured.

%;}

The Lantern staff

from

h ome, pot ·'for the first

time, but it's the first time
that I call another place
home.
When I think of snow, I
think of home. I think of
going sleigh riding on the
high school hill, shovelling
my driveway, and then coming in and getting warmed
by a cup of hot chocolate
that's inevitably waiting for
me on the kitchen table.
Snow brings to mind nostalgic memories of snow days
when you couldn't get t o a
school which was across the
street, but you didn't mind
trudging through a half mile .
of snow to your friends
house. Then of course it got
.dark so early and you were
just to tired you just had to
stay the night.
But I am at a different
house now, and I can't experience those things anymor _c.
Classes are only up the steps,
so they are never cancelled.
Your friends are in the next
room so what's the use of
tsaying over, Snowball fights
are probably prohibited, and
if you want hot ch ocolate
you have to make it yourself.
When I think of snow now,
I think of inconvenience. I
think of not being able to
get anywhere. I think of
walking in filthy, dirty slush
instead of virgin white drifts.
I don't like snow in my new

home.

nized person

comesup

to you

asking for donations to a
charity, to turn him down.
The next time you go
shopping for Christmas gifts,
put more of your creativity
into the gift, and give the
extra money to an organization, like the Salvation
Army. And maybe, instead
of buying Christmas music
or records, just see if you
can sing those songs - rem em bering all the words.
Maybe if you're good enough
you .can get a group together and go caroling. Hopefully
some sensitive and kind person will invite you into her
home for some hot chocolate.

TURN ON,
1

TUNE IN
AND
DR!OPIN ON
STUDENT
GOV'T

TUESDAY- 7 p.m.
PSYCH LAB

A pos se of vigilantes is
taking to the streets in New
York City to fight air pollut ion.
They are not exactly taking the law into their own
hands since thes e vigilantes
are known as "smokewatchers" and they're being trained by New York City to augment the surveillance activities of the city's paid inspectors.
Forty members of Citizens
for Clean Air are taking the
course in smoke-watching.
Once they complete it they
will report violations of the
city air pollution ordinances
to regular insp::,ctors wh o
will write out summonses on
the basis of the information
supplied by volunteers. The
volunteer will~then appear in
court with the inspector

as a

witness.
In the past citizen volunteers have not been encouraged to help out in the New
York City fight against air
pollution. Apparently, rising
citizen demands for an end
to poisons in the air coupled
with a city financiai crisis
that makes it impossible to
hire new personnel have forced the city to accept help
from its gasping citizens.
Meanwhile in the nation's
capital . it was disclosed in
early October that not a single violation of the city's air
pollution ordinance has been
prosecuted in nearly two
years .
Nobody k n o w s exactly
who's to blame but acc\lsative fingers are pointed most
often at Malcolm C. Hope,
Washington's environmental
health official. Hope says
there have 1been no prosecutions because all violators
have complied with the law
once they were notified of
the · complaint. Most Washingtonians who are gasSed
by D.C. Transit buses every
day or who routinely see
black poisons pouring fro~
the smokestacks throughout
town are skeptical of Hope's
claim.
Washington City Council
chairman, Gilbert Hahn, Jr.,
put it bluntly. "That's silly."
Washington's air pollution

ordinance , passed in January
1969, was billed as a model
ordinance but Wa shingt onians are beginning to wonder
some 1600 complaints later
why their air is getting
worse.
The situation in Washington is complicated by the
fact that the city is virtually
government-less
and what
real power is wielded there is
wielded by the House an.a
Senate District Committees.
Since many of the city's
worst pollu t ers are federa l
installations such as the Anacostia Naval Station, the
Capitol Heating Plant, D.C.
General Hospital, st. Elizabeth's Hospital, Walter Reed
Army Hospital
and the
Washington
Naval
Yard,
clean up action may be hard
to come by .
The problem is further
complicated by the fact that
the rest of the city's top 25
polluters are such vital facilities as hospitals and heating plants. No one wants to
shut down the ·Georgetown
University
Hospital,
,the
George Washington .Hospital, the Washington Hospital
Center or the Universities.
Washington's City Council
appointed by the President,
not elected by the citizens,
has minimal authority
to
take action that improves the
lives of the District's residents. It particularly lacks
the back-up authority New
York City has to move forcefully against polluters. But
the fact that not one sootbelching apartment building
smokestack has been shut
down or -controlled 'in two
years leads to the conclusion
that concern with "law ancl
order" in the nation's capital
is not all it's cracked up to
be.
And when the city'-s air
pollution ad!flinistrator tells
a newspaper reporter no t to
print his name in the pape.r
because then he would be
bothered with people calling
up to complain, it may not
be long before choking
Washingtonians follow the
New York example and take
to the streets in their own
defense.
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